
Research theme title:  

Model-based and data-driven learning and control techniques for increasing reliability and safety of an 

autonomous system in uncertain and hazardous environment 

 

Description:  

The proposed PhD program will involve research activities focused on data-driven methods for building 

internal models and integrating self-diagnostic capabilities within autonomous robots operating in hostile 

environments.  The investigation will explore the capabilities of data-driven methods to construct accurate 

internal models. By processing sensor data and building internal models, the robot's perception of internal and 

environmental states  will improve decision-making capabilities and  autonomy. Model-based system-

theoretical tools and adaptive control techniques will be investigated to interact with the environment and 

move around. Specific challenges in hostile environments could be addressed, such as energy optimization, 

obstacle avoidance, and decision-making under uncertainty. Self-diagnostic and self-healing algorithms and  

mechanisms will be studied to detect and address mechanical or electrical faults promptly. The collected 

diagnostic data will improve system design and maintenance strategies. In summary, this PhD program aims 

to enhance understanding, reliability, and performance, enabling efficient operations and minimizing risks in 

challenging environments by leveraging a data-driven approach and integrating self-diagnostic mechanisms. 
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